
Monday : Explain

In the section we just read, Rochy is clearly very angry! For your 
task today, explain as fully as you can why Rochy is feeling so cross. 

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________
___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Rochy is feeling angry because



1. Find and copy the word that shows that Grandma’s grunt is not loud.

2. Find and copy the word that shows there is vegetable peel and fruit rind all over the floor between 
the market stalls.

3. Find and copy the word that shows two women are not happy with the price of the meat.

4. Find and copy the word that shows the air feels thick because of the smell of blood.

5. Find and copy the phrase that shows that Grandma has fallen asleep.

6. Find and copy the sentence that shows it has been raining.

Tuesday : Vocabulary

The answers to all of these questions can be found on page 215.



Wednesday : Retrieval and inference

1. Find evidence that shows that Uncle Aaron is confused when he meets Budi.

2. Find and copy one word that shows that Aaron has lost a lot of weight

3. What was Aaron’s prison number?

4. Why do you think Aaron thinks that the smell of petrol and rain is wonderful?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

You will need the text from pages 220 + 221 to answer these questions



Answer these questions after reading pages 227-235 (when Aaron is arrested).

Thursday

1. What three words could be used to describe how Budi is feeling during the ride in the car after 
Aaron has been arrested?
1.
2.
3.

2. What three words could be used to describe how The Chief Inspector is feeling after Aaron has
been arrested?

1.
2.
3.

3. What three words could be used to describe how Aaron is feeling after he has been arrested?
1.
2.
3.

4. Summarise what the Dragon wants Aaron to do. 
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________



In your opinion, why was the boy prepared to take on such a dangerous journey and swim to the other 
island? Use the text to support your answer.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

What one event made Budi decide to finally leave the island? Circle the correct answer.

The fishermen told him 
stories of how good the 

other islands are.

A storm knocked down lots 
of trees they use for food.

He wanted to go on an 
adventure.

He thought it would be 
good fun because he 
enjoyed swimming.

Friday: Inference – You will need the text from pages 240+241 to answer these questions.

Why do you think Budi enjoys listening to Grandma’s stories so much?

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


